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OUTDOOR LIGHT FIXTURE SCHEDULE

A. "Halo MST 8" recessed square w/PEE Albalite trim
B. " Halo" R6 slope ceiling recessed round
C. "Halo" HSRP/25DCAT recessed round
D. "A-lite" lighting" cobra head 18" high w/3" cap satin black
E. "Delosar" #66125 three flared black landscape light 30 watts, 7" and 12" high
F. "Mink" 7 1/2" high black downlight 12 watt lamp
G. "Cone Vase Exterfle" 13" high black w/18 watt led down light
H. "VAC Lighting" black, wall mounted cylinder down light
I. "Minke Skyline" 7 1/2" outdoor wall light black up-down light w/11 watt led lamp

NOTE: All lighting that occurs outdoors is Night Sky Compliant, fixtures that occur under roof are not compliant.